Homecoming Is Saturday; Queen To Receive Crown at The Cameron-Norse Game

B. S. U. Members Attend Meeting, Hear Lecturers

News From The Alumni, Here and There

Charles Wilson's Art Class Views Noted Artists' Works

Students See TU Exhibition

Student Council Plans Memorial, Support Pledged

Dramatics Class Will Broadcast For Mothers Club

Harry Synar Off To City

Band Plays College Song

Official Notices

B. S. U. Members Will Register, Witness Parade Of Floats and School Bands Downtown Before Attending Annual Dinner, Game

Pat Truman Has Returned To Alma Mater

Henry Fisk Postponed Until Next Week

Tennis Team Wins 7-2 at St. Martin's

The Breeze and The Breezelet Hold Style Show, Shopping Spree a Success

Annie Johnson Sings at Student Forum, Repeats Next Week

The Rangerettes Sponsor Fashion Show in Supporting Sunset Gardeners Club

Pat Truman Arrives To Attend Homecoming

Teaching Assistants, News from the Hall, A.M.S. Plan Fall Fete

Theatre Announces New Cast for Summer Production

Homecoming Is Saturday; Queen To Receive Crown at The Cameron-Norse Game
College Is Resuming Oval Sport

The move of spring will find the University of Texas basketball team.

Basketball is a game of many aspects, each with its own subtleties and strategies. A good team understands the importance of defense, attack, and teamwork. It also recognizes the value of individual skills.

The University of Texas basketball team is well-prepared for the upcoming season. They have spent the winter months practicing and strategizing to improve their skills.

Sports Pace America; Give, Take Your Share

by Bill Dietsch

What is the most important part of the average American? Now times out of ten the reply will be the kind of sport. There has come to the history of the world.

The Romans and Greeks had their gladiators, who were the most well-developed and most able part of their populace. But the average man in Greece and Rome at that time was not even interested in a game of football. The average man in America, however, is interested in a game of football.

Robertson Will Head Baseball

Robertson was appointed coach of the baseball team. His coaching experience and knowledge of the game make him an ideal choice for the position.
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